### Bottom Bracket Solutions

#### UltraTorque

- **Campagnolo Crankset**: 28.99mm spindle

#### SRAM DUB Crankset

- 90mm or shorter spindle

- **30mm Crankset**: Designed for 386 Evo bottom bracket shells when using a SRAM GXP crankset.

- **BB30 28mm Crankset**: Designed for BBRight bottom bracket shells when using a Shimano Hollowtech II crankset.

- **BB30 30mm Crankset**: Designed for BB30 bottom bracket shells when using an SRAM GXP crankset.

- **BB30A 38mm Crankset**: Designed for PF30 bottom bracket shells when using a Shimano Hollowtech II crankset.

- **BB30A 42mm Crankset**: Designed for PF30A bottom bracket shells when using a Shimano Hollowtech II crankset.

- **BB86 to BB30 Crankset**: 30mm crankset spindle measuring 104mm or longer.

- **BB86 to GXP Crankset**: Designed for ABEC-3 precision and noiseless movement.

### Color Options

- **Black**
- **Red**
- **Blue**

### Bearing Options

- **XD-15**: Stainless Steel, 52100 High Carbon Bearing Steel, Chromium Alloy Races.

### Outer Bearing Seals

- **LLB Seals**: Double lip seals. The inner lip retains the grease while the outer lip helps prevent dirt and moisture penetration.

### Shell and Crank Spindle Spacers

- **24x2.5mm Crank Spacer**
- **30x2.5mm BB Cup Spacer**
- **46x1mm BB Cup Spacer**
- **35x2.5mm BB Cup Spacer**

### Tools

- **Press-Fit**: ABEC-3 press fit bottom brackets offer a great solution on a budget. The FYH style 11mm sleeve is made in Japan to provide the best performance for press-fit bottom bracket shells and steel bottom brackets.

### Enduro Bearings

- Name: Enduro Bearings
- Address: 510 E 2nd Ave, Edmond, OK 73003, USA
- Phone: 510.613.8200
- Website: [Enduro Bearings](http://www.endurobearings.com)

We have a solution for just about every crank and bottom bracket standard others have. Our bottom brackets are designed to keep the bearings outboard as far as possible. This reduces friction and improves the overall ride quality. We have a solution for just about every crank and bottom bracket standard available. Our bottom brackets are engineered to keep the bearings outboard as far as possible. This reduces friction and improves the overall ride quality. All Solid bearings are also offered for every bottom bracket choice that Solid offers, with the exception of ABEC-3. For Solid's ABEC-3, we have many different case sizes available for those options.